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he· ·public affairs instinct of the
American Jewish community has
become blunted. In 1978, thousands
marched in American streets on behalf of Khomeini. If a dozen American "Nazis" had marched, the Jewish
community would have been up in
arms. But the Jewish community
paid little real attention to the Khomeini crowds, which represented a
force infinitely more dangerous to
Jewish lives and security.
When President Carter wanted to
win the un·dying friendship of the
Saudis by sending them extra-lethal
arms, the American Jewish community threw itself into total mobilization. But the Jewish community has
been largely silent on the subjects of
Taiwan or South Korea, or the defense budget of ~he United Statesall of which will have a more lasting
effect on the survival of Israel.
In the matter of a just and sound
America, the American Jewish
community pressed creditably for
the equal rights amendment, and increased public employment for the
poor, but paid no substantial attention to ~he economic/political issues,
such as inflation, which would most
affect the economic fate of America,
its women, and its poor.
Something is obviously wrong.
One could say that fault lies not
with the Jewish community, but with
the issues. That is, the "broader issues," such as the defense budget or
inflation, belong on the nation's
agenda and on the agenda of individual AmericanJewish citizens; but.
not being "Jewish issues," do not belong on the communal Jewish
agenda.
If that is true, it means that historical events have made the Jewish
1genda less relevant to Jewish securty than it used to be. Once .. the
'broader issues" and the "Jewish issues" were more coincident.
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Of course, there is the practical
matter. Does the Jewish community
have either the consensus or the resources to move on these broader
issues? If that answer is negative, it
suggests that the modus operandi of
Jewish public affairs institutions has
become outmoded.
It is also likely that the institutional
and intellectual leadership of the
Jewish community is not yet up to
the realities of this quarter century.
The ideologues of Jewish "universalism," and the ideologues ofJewish
"particularism" both do us in;
equally myopic as they peer· in different directions. Their failures
have nothing to do with "liberalism"
or "conservatism" as some would
have it, but with a common failure to
identify the coherent nature of Jewish self-interest in public affairs.
Equal rights and treatment for Jews
has, of course, always been the central domestic issue on the Jewish
public affairs agenda. In recent
years, "urban affairs" has been the
"broader issue" related to equal
rights for American Jews. "Urban
affairs" is the polite term used to describe the massive social problems of
America, such as poverty, unemployment, poor housing, failed public education.
Since Hitler at least, Jews have
recognized that the democratic
lJrder which would best guarantee
equal rights for Jews was finally dependent on a stable social order. The
relationship between political antiSemitism and political extremism is
axiomatic. And political extremism
in the modern world has always built
on severely un remedied social problems, one way or another. Hitlerdid
not come to power because the German people had a prime need for
anti-Semitism. He came to power be-
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cause of joblessness and inflation,
and the divergent dissatisfactions of
the working class and the middle
class. It is out of that practical experience that Jews are doubly committed to the ethical precepts of social
humanism.
In the circumstances of the 1950s
and a good part of the I960s, the
issue of equal rights for Jews, and·the
broader urban affairs issues on
which those equal rights heavily depended, were naturally and easily integrated.
Problems such as poverty and
poor education were seen as largely
coterminous with the problems of
American blacks and other groups
disadvantaged by discrimination.
The civil rights campaign against
discrimination was, of course, right
up the Jewish alley: a struggle for the
principles of equal rights, equal
status, equal opportunity. It merged
with the Jewish goal of a free political
society.
Actually, the civil rights approach
to urban problems worked better
than we have generally given it credit
for doing. The hub of the problem,
the economic position of the black
family, did improve considerably.
Between 1950 and 1965. the real income, the real purchasing power of
the black family increased by over 60
percent. It kept pace with the increase in white family purchasing
power, a radically new phenomenon. Bur, the relative economic position did not improve. The l~.ck of
relative, "make-up" advancement
raised, in the middle of the 1960s,
the image of affirmative action. At
that time, it meant a more assertive
implementation of civil rights law.
Employers had to go out in active
search of qualified black workers;
they had to be more systematic in the
elimincHion of bias and so forth. It
was during this new drive. between
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1965 and 1970, that, for the first
time. black family income improved
relatively as well as absoiutt'ly. Each
of the five-year periods between
1950 and 1965 had seen both the
black and white family income increase by about 15 percent. Between
1965 and 1970. the whiOte family income increased again by about 15
percent; but the black family income
increased by about 33 percent. As a
result. in those five years. the ratio of
black to white income increased
from 55to 64 percent - a 9 percent
catch-up increase in five years. as
compared to a one percent catch-up
increase in all of the preceding 15
years.
Obviously those .figures cannot be
glibly projected - but one must
keep them in mind in order not to
underestimate the practical importance of the civil rights campaignor the black community's commitment to affirmative action.
However. there were other strong
factors operating. Between 1950 and
1965. the American economy
created an average of 4 million new
jobs every 5 years; between 1965 and
1970. the . American economy
created almost 8 million new jobs.
That fact along with the affirmative
action push. characterized the
period of greatest black economic
advance.
The fact is that our entire approach to urban affairs during those
years was based on the assumption
that thoe American economy would
keep rolling in the way that it had.
But between 1970 and 1975 the rate
of jobs created in the economy
dropped to an earlier level. And,
more significantly. while the real income of all Americans had doubled
in the previous twenty years. the real
income of Americans. black OT white,
did not advance at all between 1970
and 1975. mainly as a result of inflation.
Obviously. the circumstances had
changed. No longer were urb!ln affairs and civil rights synonymous
terms. To use a shorthand, economic
issues rather than civil rights issues
had come center-stage. Removing
the disabilities from blacks and other
disadvantaged minorities was no
longer the sum and substance of the
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solution. Beating inflation had also most seriously determine Jewish
to be part of the solution. The econ- status and political anti-Semitism in
omy itself was somehow faltering. America.
Nor was it simply a matter of some
Perhaps that deficiency cannot be
greater infusion of social generosity helped. The fact that an issue is imby the government. In fact, the portant to Jewish security is not
amount of money, in constant unin- enough to warrant its actionable apflated dollars. which the federal gov- pearance on the Jewish communal
ernment expended on social pro- agenda. In order to full)" qualify as a
grams, doubled between 1960 and "Jewish issue," there should be some
1970, doubled again in the five years special Jewish factors and knowlbetween 1970 and 1975 - but the edge, drawn from group experisituation deteriorated. The growth ence, which apply to the rf11lfdics as
rate of real income and Of social pro- well as to problems.
gress was lagging behind the growth
rate of taxation and government
social expenditure. All this fore- But it is suggested that there are
shadowed Proposition 13 and the so- Jewish factors, areas of special group
called tax revolt. But the point is that experience, which relate to the more
neither civil rights nor generosity contemporary economic issues. In
seemed to be enough in dealing with fact they are, at base, the sameJewish
urban problems.
factors which applied to civil rights
It would seem that the Jewish issues, but less perceptibly now; or
community needs to develop a cohe- perhaps somewhat misperceived
sive viewpoint towards complex then. A first clue to this Jewish point
economic issues if, as a community, it of view can be found in the political
is going to enter the modern arena of implications of post civil rights
urban affairs with the same elan, economic issues.
sophistication, and effectiveness
Many Jews sensed these political
with which it was part of the civil implications as they were developing
rights period of urban affairs. But in the late 1960s. Not only were the
that may not be possible.
factors of sheer social generosity and
Jews had an age-old expertise in civil rights not enough - but they
civil rights and an age-old impulse seemed to be moving in directions
for the social humanism which it antithetical to Jewish concerns about
promised to implement. Neither the a politically free society.
This is not an abstract point.
biblical-age prophetic imperative
towards social humanism, nor histor- There are some practical political
ical experience equipped Jews to principles of Jewish survival and sedeal as a community with the techno- curity that have derived from expelogical problems of social reform. A rience. For that purpose, homely
body of reasonably experienced Jew- definitions of political freedom can
is!"! lay people and professionals is turn around a government's ability
capable of evaluating a given propo- to tolerate and accommodate to difboth individual difsalon fair employment or civil ferences rights. But on the basis of what expe- ferences and grou p differences. The
rience and of what consensus does Jews have posed that kind of chalthe Jewish community today evalu- lenge to more societies over a longer
ate a given proposal on, say, increas- period than any other human group.
ing employment and housing while Most of those societies have failed
the challenge, and Jews have hopereducing inflation?
Perhaps this new state of affairs fully learned a great deal iri th<~ prosuggests that the Jewish community, cess.
J ews hav~ lived in host societies
as such, should withdraw to a narrower island of explicit "Jewish is- where they were allowed free social
sues," such as church-state problems existence either as individuals or as a
and overt anti-Semitism. This lim- group-but not both. In either case.
ited agenda would still have its own the Je'ws usually ended up disadvanimportance, but would not have the taged - and often under attack. Iri
same significance for Jewish security much of the Middle Ages, the Eurothat the earlier agenda had; it would pean Jews had virtually no relationnot address those matters which now ship as individuals to the larger
0
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societies !n which they lived. They
existed only as part of the Jewish collective. Eventually, as Cecil Roth described it, "the circle of human inter- was intolerably confined. Life
lme indescribably petty."
- .nut when the modern age
awarded political liberty to the individual Jew, it usually did so in selfconsciously ethnic nations _which
were hostile towards his separate
group exi~tence. In this case as well,
Jews found-themselves stunted, disadvantaged and eventually op-"
pressed.
And as the modern age pro-gressed, the Jews learned another
lesson in survival: it was not just
ethnic or nationalist monism which
impelled hostility towards Jews. It
was, of course, a political and
ideological monism which became
the deepest scourge.
Rousseau wrote the early lyrics:
for every individual's own good.
there must be "an absolute surrender of the individual, with all of his
rights and all of his powers. to the
community as a whole." Therefore,
it would be" essential "that there
should be no partial society within
the state." Thus, the early European
~s of the modern era rejected the
_
i on grounds 'that they were
ethnic deviants; and the later European states of Leninist or Hitlerian
bent, rejected the Jews even more
vigorously because they comprised
"partial societies," standing between
the total beneficent state and the
citizenry.
It would have been surprising if,
out of these- varied tribal memories,
Jews did not retain some power to
detect "the scent of dangerous government," even when they could not
clearly analyze the exact nature of
the danger. And in the late 1960s
many Jews spontaneously caught the
scent of danger in the "quota issue,"
although the nature of that danger
may have been somewhat mistaken.
In brief, individual freedom, the
abilitv of the individual to exercise
his 0; her differences, to be accepted
on individual merit, seemed endangered by a rigid group quota
concept, which turned the affirmative action thrust on its head. The
orically based instinct of the Jews
that such a direction ran counter
to political freedom.

ence, is related to a government's deEmployment quotas were by no signed attitude towards individual
means the only important element of and group achievement. In modern
this new threatening approach to times, the most inexorable hostility
urban affairs. Other "group" ap- towards both individual and group
towards personal
proaches gathered strength during differences the 1970s, threatening the double freedom and towards "partial
nature of American freedom - such societies" - is engendered by a govas proportional representation" in ernment whose design is to assign
politics; and separate track bi- satisfactions, rather than to leave
cultural education in the public room for their-achievement.
Achievement, it should be noted,
schools.
But there is another dimension to is not to be equated with the pursuit
the quota approach, which usually of material gain. To the contrary, the
literature
distingets less attention. It is the concept psychological
that a beneficent, socially generous guishes between the "achiever," who
government should so order rela- will do a task for the sake of doing;
tionships among people as to elimi- and the non-achiever, who will do a
nate the impact of individual dif- task only if there is a material references. This may be the most abid- ward. The root of the word
ing meaning of the "quota ap- "achievement" does not carry the
proach." In a prophetic section of his meaning of "acquiring"; it carries
comments on the De Funis case,Jus- the meaning of "beginning an act
tice Douglas suggested that the gov- and carrying it through to the end."
ernment should support preferen- Achievement has to do with creativtial treatment for a person, not be- ity, .spiritual growth, and selfcause of race, but because of disad- "expression. Any state hostility
vantaged background of any kind. towards individual and group difAnd some suggested that an in"di- ferences is, exactly, state hostility
vidual should be given equalizing towards unassigned and uncontreatment if that individual is born trolled achievement. The right to
with any disadvantageous genes. achievement, in the Jewish experisuch as less general intelligence or ence, is synonymous with political
mechanical ability than the next fel- freedom. It is in this sense that Jews
low. After all, it isn't his fault. Far can understand Hannah Arendt's
from the original concept of affirma- definition of political freedom as
tive action, this has nothing to do freedom from politics.
with race, or with groupification So there is a general "J ewish
but just with the all-powerful role of viewpoint" to be applied to proposed
the government in ordering the fate political remedies for modern social
of the individual. In this transforma- problems. That general viewpoint is
tion, "affirmative action" is no compounded of a double imperalonger a civil rights issue; it is an issue tive: to insistently seek social remedy
in economic philosophy, with politi- from government on behalf of the
cal implications.
needy; while at the same time limitNow, Jewish experience does not ing government's capacity to inhibit
dictate that government is the natu- achievement. That is a precarious
ral enemy of the Jew. To the con- prescription; it may not even be a
trary, Jews have often been saved likely one; but it is ours.
from mob brutality by a strong govThe nature of that double imperaernment capable of firmly laying tive has not changed. Circumstances
down law and order.
have. In the civil rights period, for
The quality which evokes the the most part, social remedy exactly
"scent of dangerous government" is consisted of government pushing the
not the strength of a government, principle of achievement. It is for
nor its size, nor even attendant bu- this reason as well that the Jewish
reaucratic and regulatory growth. In point of view on urban affairs was so
this dense and complex world, no often capable of being translated
socially responsible government can into a definitive, consensual platwithdraw to some fabled laissl!T{aire form. Not only did the two imperaland of the past. The ominous qual- tives mesh, but the indicated remeity of governn;tent, in Jewish experi- dies were"l:ontained within the nar-
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That disproportionate public bur- ically, with such developments as the
den is what inflationary spirals, tax political emergence of the Third
revolts. and the like are very much World, the "oil crisis," and the Viet..
about.
namese denouement. The United
the new post civil ri~~ts period of
The guide-line of the systemic stili· States seemed to lose its m
y,
economic issues, there are consid- leaves much room for disagreements economic, and moral hegemo
ts
erations which are not bounded by - but it is a compass which can be commitments became suspect, along
that Jewish viewpoint. Indeed, it is used as one criterion in evaluating with its ability to sustain them, now
.
tempting to say that the Jewish public policy proposals.
culminating in Taiwan and Iran. Its
viewpoint on urban affairs has little
It seems to be a compass, inci- will as a world power became susto say about specific remedies for so- dentally, which is congruent with theo .peet.
cial problems, except in a negative current highly publicized "public
However, it is more evident than
" ,sense: to point out the politically un- mood." But, as it is drawn here. it is ever that Israel's existence depends
acceptable ways in which a govern- nota faddish impulse for frugality: it on America's support. American
ment should attempt to remedy its is a coherent point of view on those jewry's point oj view on this score still
social problems. That is in itself not economic issues which have political rests on the foundation that Amerian unimportant viewpoint to bring implications that are of demon- ca's national interest, for a variety of
to the national discussion table, to strated im portance to the Jews. I t is a reasons. lies in support of Israel. But
mix with other considerations.
point of view. needless to say, which it now must extend further to the
However, if the internal logic of is still bounded by the imperative of understanding that it is in America's
the Jewish viewpoint is extended, it social humanism.
national interest, only if America has
may suggest something more. To be
a commitment to its own power statbrutally unfashionable, the Jewish
ure in the world. And. indeed, withhe Jewish point of view on Ameri- out that power stature, a commitviewpoint may suggest a practical
political stake in the American can domestic affairs is not seen com- ment to Israel would mean very liteconomic system. as we have ideally pletely, however, until it is seen as a tle.
perceived it: a "system" built around central part of aJewish point of view
It would be a distortion to apply
normatively free and private enter- on American foreign affairs.
the "hawk-dove" axis to this proposiprise - that is, around concomitants
Just as equal rights for Jews has tion. Perhaps. following Peter
of individual achievement and self- always been the prime domestic item Berger's ·lead by way of Pareto, one
on the American jewish public af· should substitute Lion and Fox imdependency.
That system has been vulnerable fairs agenda, so has the survival of ages for those of Hawk and P-··-.
to enormous abuse. Whole grou ps Israel been the prime item on the Lion signifies a dependenc!
I
have beel) excluded from it; robber American Jewish agenda with re- American power; Fox signifies .. Yo;barons have plundered it; many vic- spect to American foreign policy. pendence on international cooperatims have been produced by it. Gov- But the growing deficiency of the tion. Obviously, both images have to
ernment, labor unions, civil rights American Jewish community on do with relative emphases rather
movements, and other forces have to matters related to Israel and Ameri- than absolute positions.
continually find means to control can foreign policy largely lies in the
The Fox may be a Fox because he
these perversions of the system. failure to integrate these two items no longer believes in the viability of
American power. (America has beThere may indeed be times. out of and points of view.
As we entered the third quarter of come toothless.) But, joined with
other considerations, when it will be
the 20th century, the common thesis that in varying degrees is the Fox's
n~essary to violate the system by
exercising stringent government on American-Israeli, relations ran mistrust of American power on the
control over some of its wayward something like this: the United world scene. (America is malevoparts. But this should be done self- States is the most powerful nation in lent.) The Lion tends to believe in
consciously. not gleefully, as a neces- the world. The United States has a the benevolence of American power.
sary calculated risk. For, as far as we natural commitment to Israel: The sustaining logic here is that
know, there is a direct relationship moral, cultural - and political, Is- America is still the only strong
between that economic system and rael being a solid extension of the guardian of political freedom and of
the political system of freedom to Free Western World. Israel is safe. politically free societies in the world.
In point of fact, the American The Fox would tend to be more rewhich we are committed, the common ground being the achieving so- government was not all that friendly' lativistic in his judgments about
towards Israel in those years. The other political societies, and, indeed,
ciety.
But then there is more to it, than State Department was constantly en- about the nature of freedom.
that. In pursuing effective social gaged in trying to establish prior
Here joins the Jewish point of view
remedies, there is the a pparent prac- Arab alliances. But the alliances on political freedom and American
tical fact that this system of ours can- crumbled in an unstable Arab world. domestic affairs; and the jewish
not bear the burden of too dispro- And the basic thesis seemed to stand, point of view on Ame?ican forr:-,portionate a non-systemic approach indeed, became strengthened after affairs. This juncture is based on
- one that is not built around rela· 1967.
belief that there has been a spt=ual
But that image changed dramat- (congruence between American histively free and private enterprise.
row boundaries of the Jewish
viewpoint on urban affairs.
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tory and the Jewish viewpoint on
political freedom.
When John Adams originally
..!--.fted the preamble to the Masnusetts Constitution, he substiLUL(!d for Jefferson's phrase, "all
men are created equal" his own version: "All men are born equally free
and independent." It didn't have the
same poetic quality as· Jefferson's
phrase, and languished, but it more
literally described what was meant.
For a variety·· of historical reasons,·
the United States became consecrated to the principle of achievement as no other country had. (We
all know the Tragic Flaw, of course,
but it was the flaw which was eventually to test and, hopefully, to prove
the rule.)
In 1818, the American Jew, Mordecai Noah, said this of America:
"Here, no inequality of privileges, no
asperity of opinion, no invidious distinctions exist. Dignity is blended
with equality, justice administered
impartially. Merit alone has a fixed
value."
Eighty years later, Max Nordau
summarized the condition of the
"liberated" European Jew: "He has
joil under his feet, and he has no
chment to a hole into which he
can fit as a welcome, equal member.
Among his Christian fellow countrymen, he can count on neither justice nor benevolence because of his
character or of his achievement."
However exaggerated either of
these accounts might have been,
Noah's speech could not easily have
been made in Europe, nor Nordau's
in America. They caught the political spirit of their respective continents.

spise the Soviet regime, retained
faith in the principle of the Bolsheviks' "October Revolution." For
the Lions' logic to be sustained, l [ is
necessary for them to have at least as
deep a faith in America's "July Revolution," and what it· has come to
stand for at best.
.
As to the Jewish agenda, it should
be clear that Israel's survival depends not so much on its relationship with its Arab neighbors, as with
the fate of America and the "July
Revolution" on the world scene. One
needs no more documentation than
the contemporary record of the
United Nations. -...
Or one might simply look at the
development of the PLO, which is no
longer to be seen primarily as the
protagonist of Palestine Arab liberation, but rather as a world-wide
apparatus for training, arming and
stimulating anti-American political
activity: in Iran, in Turkey, in Germany, in Uganda, in Japan, in
Nicaragua.
Indeed, the concerted attack on
America and on the July Revolution
around the globe is not just rhetorical but is martially implemented by
"revolutionary" and military attacks
on targets of opportunity associated
with the free world.
If that is true, then those Americans with a special interest in Israel's
survival would be drawn to the
Leonine approach in American
foreign affairs in general. As many
Congressmen and military observers
have pointed out with some annoyance: how canJewish groups talk
Lion with respect to Israel, and ignore the necessary basic framework
of a Leonine American foreign policy?
Yet the organized Jewish commuhe point is that out of the Ameri- nity has been largely silent with recan workshop there developed spect to American defense requiresomething quite new with respect to ments. as it has been on other related
the freedom to achieve. America· subjects. And the paralysis of the orcame to stand JOT this principle of ganized Jewish community with repolitical freedom, even in the fre- spect to American foreign policy in
quent breach. If the United States the Third World is noteworthy.
were to lapse in its commitment to Where were the Jews in helping to
this principle; or in its role as the develop a cogent American foreign
world's active standard-bearer of policy on the political problems of all
this principle; at a time when the tide emerging nations, such as those in'
'ith opposite ideologies, then a Latin America and Africa?
I of political dark age would pre~
Here the "double imperative" of a
dictably grip the world.
Jewish point of view, translated to
. Many Leninists who came to de- foreign affairs, would insistently
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seek to modify or replace oppressive governments everywhere; while at
the same time holding suspect those
alternatives which would likely place
into power enemies of America and
of the principles of July. This, too, is
a precarious prescription; not destined for universal success, "third
camps" being in short supply; but it
is ours and promises more success
than the bumbling ad hoc policies
America has typically followed on
this front.
President John F. Kennedy, in an
earlier era, understood it exactly
when he pledged that the countries
of the Third World should be helped
to loose themselves from colonial
and post-colonial tyranny, but not in
order to be subjected to a "far more
iron tyranny."
In sum, any Jewish community
approach to an American foreign
policy in support of Israel which
does not also address a broader
framework of American foreign pol-·
icy is increasingly out-moded and ineffective. But the apparent failure of
the American Jewish community on
this subject suggests a larger failure
to understand the meaning of
America; and to see Israel as one link
in the significant relationship of the
modern Jew to the July revolution.
But is it fair to charge the Jewish
community, or Jewish public affairs
agencies with such failures? Just as
American urban affairs have moved
from civil rights issues to economic
issues, so have American foreign affairs affecting Jews moved more
clearly from Israel-Arab issues to
more'global issues. As in the case of
domestic affairs. this would seem to
limit Jewish communal expertise
and hinder the possibility of a Jewish
communal consensus.
A significant success of Jewish
public affairs agencies after World
War II was to rectify one of the most
shocking of the organizational failures in the 1930s: fragmentation.
That organizational fragmentation,
even on potentially consensual issues. was, at least as much as apathy,
the reason for tragic American Jewish political failures in the 1930s.
So the Jewish community pulled
itself together after World War II,
establishing ingenious mechanisms
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for finding and acting jointly on Jewish public affairs agencies
public affairs consensus, without de- flourished, grew in size and staff,
stroying organizational pluralism. and became necessarily addicted to
This was done in the only way possi- organizational success. These agenble for a voluntary community. A cies had had their origins as kinds of
majority of the Jewish population "caucus" in American Jewish life,
has "volunteered" for the commu- differentiated as to agenda, attitude,
nity by joining a Jewish organization and constituency. But the caucus naor synagogue which expresses some ture of these agencies has been erodparticular pattern of Jewish inter- ing.
.'.
ests, backgrounds, or lifestyles.
There has been the social
When people periodically elected or homogenization of American Jews,
appointed by these various organ- as well as the organizational search
ized segments come together in pub- for broader membership. The indilic affairs mechanisms, they can vidual organizations have themfairly represent prevailing senti- selves become less caucus-like and
ments in the organized Jewish com- more coalition-like in nattire. They
have increasingly tended to stay out
munity.
On another front, the Jewish of issues which are controversial
fund-raising agencies exerted an within the Jewish community. This
even greater centrifugal force. Dur- does not speak to the legitimacy of
ing the third quarter century, these their separate existences; they confund-raising bodies were building a tribute differentiated talents and renew strong American Jewish con- sources to the common enterprise sciousness around the issue of Israel. as well as a healthy competitive edge.
This will be accounted an historic But less and less do they provide difcontribution to American Jewish ferentiated viewpoints.
life. American Jewish consciousness
was becoming diffuse; the sense of
Jewish self-interest was becoming
ronically, it is this bundle of cendim. There was indeed a kind oflost trifugal tendencies, so necessary and
mini-generation in the 1950s, some- healthy for American Jewish life in
what 'par'a.Ileling a lost mini- the third quarter of this century,
generation in the 1930s. Organiza- which now endangers the communitionally, the fund-raising bodies re- ty's effectiveness in public affairs. In
couped a new generation around Is- a sense, the Jewish community and
rael and kindled a new sense of Jew- _its institutions have become overish self-jnterest. Especially after the committed to consensus. As a result,
. watershed of the 1967 'Var, the cen- the institutions perpetuate their own
tri fu gal tendencies of the fund- narrow boundaries, and their own
raising agencies, and of the public irrelevancy to the more important
affairs agencies with their coalition current matters of Jewish selfmechanisms, merged. '
interest. More and more will they
In addition, the individual Jewish come to represent a kind of illusory
public affairs agencies have partly Maginot Line of self-defense.
been caught in the jam-pot of their
It is time for the pendulum to
formidable successes in the period swing back. Indicated is some kind of
between World \Var II and the late functional decentralization, without
1960s. These successes were real and a return to the anarchy of the past.
contributory, although they were But how can that be expressed as
also "in the flow": the after-glow of a institutional reform?
Put one way, there is indicated a
virtuous war against Hitler, astonishing economic expansion in America, shift in emphasis away from the image
the primacy of the simple civil rights of JeWish pubuc aUairs institutions
issue at home; the apparent unas- "taking positions" on issues as grand
sailability of the virtue of Israel's ex- spokesmen - although there reistence, and of America's stake in Is- 1llains a critical role for the consenrael.
sual voice on certain issues. The shift
Under those conditions. the major would be towards the image of those
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institutions becoming the wellsprings and training grounds for informed Jewish individuals acting
more autonomously in the p '"
arena with a "Jewish point of vi
If truth be told, it was the existence
of such individuals which led to the
organizations, rather than the other
way around. It is this effect which
must be renewed in order to make
the total Jewish enterprise more relevant to contemporary Jewish
needs; and to avoid the rigors of organizational consensus.
The "Jewish point of view" with
which individuals acted in the public
arena was once more naturally come
by. It came with mother's milk,
neighborhood experiences, the tales
of grandfather or Rabbi. The point
is that a "Jewish point of view" on
domestic and foreign affairs in the
modern world is no longer so simple
by half; nor are the natural sources
so accessible. Jewish institutions now
have to work at it. Too many Jews
within the centrifugal establishment
have been constricted in viewpoint;
too many Jews active "outside" are
without Jewish guideposts.
Some current ust;rs of the bn_
guage might choose to call sue
over-arching Jewish point of vie .. ~ ..
public affairs "neo-particularism,"
with the understanding that "what's
good for the Jews" has to be seen in
larger terms than we have recently
been using. Others, according to
their bent, may choose to call it
"neo-universalism," with the understanding that what's good for the
Jews in this respect is good for the
world. As usual, it doesn't make any
difference. In either case, if Jewish
public affairs behavior is to be more
relevant, it wiII have to start with a
more urgent understanding of the
principles of July, as they relate to
politically free, achieving and
humane societies. And it will have to
act more boldly on the proposition
that everything which m'-!st be done
for the ascendancy of those principles in the world today, must be
done' for· the survival of Jews
II
everywhere.
EARL RAAB is Executiv~ Dirertor uf th,. (,,, ..
Franrisco Jewish Community Relations Cou;
i ' •.
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